Classroom strategies that work
Grounded in educational research and aligned to state
and Common Core standards, EducationCity and Study
Island, web-based programs from Edmentum, provide
a comprehensive elementary solution for instruction,
practice, remediation, and assessment.
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Robust content addresses all levels of
Webb’s Depth of Knowledge model to
build critical foundational skills

Proven practice and assessment
n
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Individualized learning paths allow for
differentiated instruction and practice

n

Flexible resources promote topic
reinforcement and accommodate learner
preferences

n

Rich animation and interactive storytelling
create an engaging online experience

n

Time-saving teacher tools enrich
instruction for whole classes, small
groups, and individuals
Pre-K – 6th grade
Language arts, math, science,
computing, matematicas, and ESL

n

Automatic feedback and remediation
designed to raise student achievement
Utilize real-time data, intuitive data
analytics, and student progress monitoring
Easy-to-use Test Builder creates custom
diagnostic and short-cycle formative
assessments
Teacher Toolkit includes lesson plans,
videos, and instructional resources
Technology-enhanced item types
promote higher-order thinking
Benchmark assessments offer a valid
measure of student proficiency
K – 12th grade
ELA, math, science, and social studies

Two programs, one comprehensive solution
At Edmentum, we empower educators with flexible online solutions and professional services
that move education forward to meet the changing needs of your classroom.
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Implementation strategies for academic success
Explore these different approaches to successfully pair EducationCity and Study Island and
ensure academic success.

Formative assessment

Benchmarking progress

Hone student skills in Study Island, and utilize
EducationCity for additional support and
remediation.

Benchmark student progress in Study Island,
and then look to EducationCity for additional
practice and skills reinforcement.

1 Assign Study Island topics
for initial practice and skill
reinforcement
2 Gauge performance using
Study Island’s detailed
reporting and
data-visualization tools
3 Create individualized
learning paths in
EducationCity for additional
targeted support

1 Administer a Study Island
Benchmark assessment
2 Assign EducationCity
activities and Study Island
practice based on
student results
3 Re-administer Benchmark
assessments in Study Island
quarterly to
monitor progress

Home-to-school connection

Individualized instruction

Extend learning beyond the classroom with
EducationCity resources, and turn to Study
Island to assess mastery.

Combine EducationCity’s resources with Study
Island’s standards-based assessments to support
whole-class instruction and targeted practice.

1 Search EducationCity
content by standard or
topic to identify engaging
instructional resources

1

Introduce a lesson using
EducationCity’s whiteboard
activities and
critical-thinking tasks

2 Assign EducationCity
tutorials and activities to
students as homework

2

Review lessons and
reinforce challenging
content in small groups
or via stations with
EducationCity

3

Offer independent
practice and target specific
standards with Study Island

3 Generate customized Built
Tests and assignments in
Study Island to measure
standards mastery

Implementing your solution
Edmentum provides you with educational solutions tailored to fit your individual goals, campus
resources, and teaching methods. To ensure your success, you will be connected with an
Implementation Coach who will collaborate with you to develop a detailed plan for using Study Island
and EducationCity together in your classroom, school, or district.

Here’s how it works:
Start working
toward your
goals

Create your
solution

Receive continued
support from
Edmentum

Resources

www.edmentum.com/resources

We also provide a variety of resources on our website that can help you implement your solution.
Success Stories
Discover the success that schools
and districts achieve in partnering
with Edmentum.

Blog
Explore how technology is changing
education.

Videos
Visit our video library, and view clips
of industry thought leaders, customer
testimonials, and product overviews.

Whitepapers and Efficacy
Dig through the data behind why our
products work and how to use them
more effectively.

Webinars
Hear how online education is redefining
the 21st century classroom.

Workshops
Take advantage of these free customer
resources to learn how to get started
and better utilize our products to
implement a world-class program.

Contact us today for more information.
www.edmentum.com – 800.447.5286
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